
Eating Disorders 

Eating Disorders 
  

ANOREXIA 
 A= starvation, N= nervous psychological origins 

 hard condition to have and treat 

 often don't see that they have a problem > don't go to therapy (alone) 

 avoid being discovered - deceive, hide not-eating 

 baggy clothes - ppl don't notice weight loss 

 push themselves hard (dance et c- exercise to inappropriate level to lose weight), hard-working, 
perfectionists, well-behaved and easy 

 serious medical complications - work with GP and dietrition 

 inside-terror when gaining just half a kg - out of control 

 disturbance of weight and body image; inaccurate in estimating body size 

 physical manifestation of psychological problem 

 creates UGLY body! 

 do anything to get weight down 

 pro-Anna culture of maintaining A 

 Anorexics want to get better without eating 

 often comorbid with OCD 

 high serotonin? (depression is low!) 

 hormonal and brain changes 
  
Family explanation 

 difficulties excepting conflict in families, focus on physical wellness. 80-90s standard treatment. 
fault put on family. now more work on - how family can manage responses and help recovery 
(not blaming them). overemphasis on food is unhealthy! 

 narratives, externalise problem, not HER but ANOREXIA - fight her together! 

 set up world as enemy versus true to make you eat properly.  draw picture of self on big paper, 
then lie down, therapist draws around you - see actual size! OR line up pictures and say where 
you fit in.  

 relapse prevention 

 culture creates environment in which A can happen! 
  
Behavioural 

 token economies (institutionalisation - get clothes back etc for eating) - give them back normal 
things in life. out of control situation is no good for psych 

  
Psychodynamic 

 interpersonal 

 anorexics don't want to become woman and stay child. anger, shame about body. 13 year old 
puts on weight - body adjustment; breasts etc - getting fat, don't understand that it's normal for 
the female body - starts it off! 

 anger expressions, internalised (INTROJECTION defence mechanism). angry disease by hurting 
parents 

 motivation-enhancement. what is nice about anorexia? what is bad? - hopeful outweighs pros... 
  



BULIMIA 
 often from A to B - controversy that maybe they are ONÄE condition (shifts btw the two) 

 recurrent episodes of binging and purging – cancel each other out = no major weight loss 

 dual pathway model: manage not to eat till evening - can't bear it anymore - binge and purge - 
'never eat again'... > crack it! let them have treats, meals in between! no restrictions! 

 emotions: I'm miserable - eat > binge - I'm terrible - comfort self 

 previously: stress = vomit, now =cutting (historical change) 

 now: label food, too much, obsession, importance of body 

 many women have some experiences (occasional vomiting etc) 
  
 


